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TRACK MEN TO REPORT FOR PRACTICE

KENYON TO BE TENNIS DRAMA CLUB PREPARES

Prospects For Team Appear Bright

CENTER

as uau is sent

Groan Artists
To Perform On Kosse
Hall Fight Card

Grunt And

Candidates

JURING MAY

To

High School, Prep School,

With several dual meets and the
And College Tourneys
Big Six scheduled for this year,
To Be Held on Hill
the time is drawing near when
men interested in track should reTHREE GLOVE BOUTS port
for training. The first meet
With three tennis tournaments
comes on May 2 and there is one of importance and six
Oldtimer and Toledo Boy
thereafter every week until the
dual matches on the tennis
To Wrestle m Hour
end of the month when the Big
schedule
for this spring, Kenyon
Limit Mat Struggle
Six, Ohio Conference championwill
hold
a prominent position as
ship meet will be held at MuskinRasslin' fans will have an op- gum.
tennis center of Ohio for April and
portunity Saturday evening to witWorkouts for sprinters and field May.
ness three boxing matches and event men will start in about two
The week-enof May 1 and 2
two
bouts, to be weeks, but distance men should will be High
School Days, to be
begin working this week to limber
held under the auspices of the athlup their leg muscles. Track men held in conjunction with the Ohio
etic department in Rosse Hall.
can, to a great extent, set the time High School invitational Tennis
The first event on the evening's
for their own practice. Forty-fivTournament. Sixty-ninschools
card will be four rounds of boxing
minutes to an hour a day is all the have been invited to enter players
at 120 pounds, to be followed by
time needed to get in shape for in the tournament,
and it is hoped
six rounds at 138 pounds. The last
the meets, and there is not a man
fisticuff encounter
some of the alumni will bring
that
will be eight in college who
cannot spare that
rounds of heavy weight fighting.
much time some place during the some additional players down for
The first wrestling match will be
day. A number of good track men the week-end- .
a forty five minute limit,
two out
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
The second
important tennis
of three falls affair
between two
vent here will be the Second Nareally clever mat artists, wrestling
at about 145 pounds. The top spot
tional
Preparatory
Invitational
DEAN ANSWERS
of the evening, however,
Tournament to which one hundred
will be a
Batch between the Battling Bozo,
and
nineteen
prominent OPEN LETTER schools have been invited. "prep
an
and one Mr. MacMil-laThe
of Toledo.
first prep school tournament was
The Bozo weighs
237 pounds and
here last year, and although
MacMillan tips the Tells
Attitude held
scales at 225. This struggle will be
rain held up the tourney for a day
And Asks Cooperation
limited to one hour or two
or so, some very fine tennis was
out of
three falls, and it promises to
played by some of the finest youngOf Student Body
be
a rough
er players of the
and tumble affair with
With a
enough grunts and groans
larger field of entries this year, the
to satisf- To The Editor of The Collegian:
y the most
The letter addressed to the ad- prep school tournament promises
The Battling Bozo
ministration in the Collegian of to be an event of no little importhas been
on Page 5, Col. 2)
March 3rd represents an attitude ance and interest.
The week-enof the
of
that requires comment. The stuPOLO TEAM DROPS HARD dents, it seems, are not sure that May will see the revival of the
recognizes Ohio Intercollegiate Tournament
the
administration
BATTLEJTOCULVER their vital interest in the welfare started here in the nineties by Dr.
The tournaments were
of the College and their wish to Walton.
MUitary Academy
Boys Take Fast be kept informed of plans and poli- discontinued some years ago, but
"ay From Lords,
cies. On the other hand, the mem- this spring's renaissance will bring
Kenyon's
poloists bers of the administration and the together again a large field of the
rode to defeat
against the powerful faculty feel that the student body topnotch net men of the state.
Culver Military
Spliced in between these three
Academy team last does not appreciate the faculty's
Saturday afternoon.
events
will be six or seven dual
congood
it
intentions
and
that
Score:
The Academy boys are consceals from them many facts that it matches between Kenyon and other
idered the top prep
school aggreg- would be to the welfare of the Col- Ohio colleges. All save one of the
men from last year's varsity squad
ation in the country and have to lege for them to know.
weir credit victories
over the
The uneasiness on the part of are in school this year, and with
of Illinois, Michigan
State, the students that something secret the addition of several fine sophomany private
and army post and sinister is taking place in fac- more players, the tennis season
teams.
ulty meetings is like a fear of the here this year should be one of the
The lineup
was as follows:
dark.
That uneasiness may, per- finest in recent years.
renyon
Culver haps, be allayed by turning on the
tMunro and Sted
Hoghue light and revealing the emptiness NICOTINE FIENDS
No.
Holt of dark places. To be sure, not all
NoWIN FREE FAGS
Lang faculty meetings are as blithesome
as that described so humorously
Friday night in the Commons
SENIOR COUNCIL
by Dr. Smythe, but practically
VOTES
Shop,
amid cheers and cries of
nothing occurs in faculty meetings
AGAINST HONOR
SYSTEM
that the students are not directly "Gyp, Gyp" and "Stuffed ballot
The Senior
Council voted "not to or indirectly informed about. Many Cox," Student Assembly President
commend the adoption
matters of policy are discussed Hank Enck drew from a waste-baskeof the
r
held aloft by Philip
student leaders even before
with
f
V,yStem
mination to
he Student
I
winning
faculty.
Lord,
Chuck
the
the
are
they
before
laid
fh
Assembly at a meet-- s
ln the banquet
& Co.,
room of Peirce believe the faculty are entirely names in the Philip Morris
Ha' last
of
contest.
into
cigarette
Jones
to
Ltd.,
students
willing
the
take
Wednesday night.
ul
aemsinr,
West Wing became the proud pos(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
which was ar-nved at by a
sessor of four hundred PMs and
ten n
COnnpin
"uc VULe t.
ten other men received prizes
W3S the
culmination of
aianv 7
from two hundred to fifty
ranging
8
Intramural
f
Board
From the
on the
Part of
cigarettes. Weiant, Chandler, and
f the COunci1' in
aWitimtenmberS
comes the ruling that all sinBoyer each won twice and Munro,
mUh Student 0Pin!on
,
badgles matches in
hich
Schmidt, Henderson, and Elliott
beSt'
in
minton, and handball must be each won once. So now you know
rard thf
oration
0fthe system.
played off before the end of where to get your cigarettes for a
few days, but you had better hurin
this week.
((we'rCe'
expressing his
(ContnUed on
ry. The supply is limited.
Page 6, Col 1)
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Cast Has Been Rehearsing For Two
Weeks. Stage Crew
At Work

Rehearsals for "Ten Minute
Alibi," the mystery drama to be
produced by the Kenyon Dramatic
Club on April 2, have been going
on for the last two weeks. The
cast for the production, which is
being directed by Dr. John Black
includes
Miss Hannah Reeves,
Jack Tappan, Bob Tuttle, Fritz
Doepke, Ralph Weeks, Tom Saw
yer and Eric Hawk. The stage management is being supervised by
John Albert and Edmund
and Milt Merrill and Bud
Barber are taking care of the electrical work for the production.
Dan-dridg-

e,

e

--

old-time- r,

FOR APRIL PLAY

SWIMMERS WILL MEET
WITTENB'G SATURD'Y

Invaders

Build Team

Around Speed And
Diving Star

BETAS WIN INTRAMURAL SWIM FEST

Firsts

Take Seven
Clinch Meet
SO.

HANNA

To

SECOND

Fremont Swimmers Fail
In Attack On Record
South Leonard, taking six firsts,
two seconds, and one third In the
swimming meet, won another intramural victory on Saturday. The
Betas won the 200 yard free style,
the 75 yard medley, the 100 yard

fre estyle, the 100 yard breast
stroke, the 50 yard dash, the 200
yard relay, and the diving events,
taking second in the 50 yard dash
and the diving, and third in the
100 side stroke.
South
Leonard's total points
amounted to 43, South Hanna's to
19, East Wing to 14, West Wing to
5, and North Leonard to 4. Other
divisions scared no points.
The Fremont medley relay swimming team, who came here to attempt to break the world's record
in that event, failed by several
Two weeks ago, at the
seconds.
state high school meet in Columbus, the Fremont group broke the
state record by better than three
seconds, and came within three
tenths of a second of beating the
world record. Their powerful team
was hampered somewhat last Sat- (Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock
the swimming team will meet Wittenberg in a dual meet in the Shaffer pool. The entries for Kenyon
will probably be the same as those
of the Wooster meet.
The big
threat man for Wittenberg is
a diver and dash man, who
was second as high point man in
the Ohio Conference meet to
George Eagon.
The Wittenberg PRINCETON ECONOMIST
team, winners of the fourth place
TALKS ON INFLATION
in the Conference meet, one point
behind Kenyon, is centered around Dr. F. W. Kemmerer Says We Will
Not Have To Pay In Future
Dickerhoof.
For Present Expenditures
The meet against Wittenberg
will be the third in the Kenyon
By declaring that the new gener
pool, Kenyon having already won
ation would not have to pay for
by a wide margin from Denison
by the present
and lost one by three points to the the debts incurred
powerful
Wooster
aggregation. depression relief burden, Dr. E. W.
With the benefit of two meets and Kemmerer won himself a lasting
place in student hearts in a Lar-wiextensive practise since the Conlecture on Saturday evening,
ference meet, Kenyon will be in
March 14. "The new generation
fine condition to meet Wittenberg.
cannot pay money to the present
generation," he said, "for the presS. 0. HUNSICKER
ent generation will be gone by that
DIES IN AKRON time. We cannot pass on the debt;
we pay as we go."
Dr. Kemmerer, professor of finThe College is grieved to learn
ance at Princeton University and
of the death of Stephen G.
'26, Akron, Ohio, who was one of the world's great authori
killed in an automobile accident ties on the money problem, directlast Wednesday. A most loyal Ken- ed his address toward answering
yon man, he would have attended the question: "Inflation: Who Will
his tenth alumni meeting the day Pay the Bill." He pointed out the
following the fatal accident. He magnitude of the current governwas president of this group for ment expenditures and warned
against inflationary action of the
several years.
issuance of government bonds to
finance these expenditures. He explained
that these government
CALENDAR FORT HE WEEK
bonds,
purchased by the banks,
March 17 to 23, 1936
found their way into the Federal
Wednesday Art Lecture, Philo
system, where they served
Reserve
for
Hall, 8:00. Cntu.d.
as the basis for further inflation.
sro
Glee Club rehearsal, Chapel,
Dr. Kemmerer expressed a hope
6:45.
that expenditures would be finSwimming
Saturday
meet, anced by taxation,
particularly by
Kenyon
vs.
Wittenberg,
taxation which would affect the
Shaffer Pool, 2:00.
mass ot the voters. According to
s
Next Tuesday John DeB.
his figures, only two million of 125
will lecture on "Rusmillion people pay income taxes
sia," Philo, 8:00.
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)
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COLLEGIAN
AND MORE MILLIONS

Founded in 1856
Published WEEKLY during the
collegiate year by the students of
Kenyon College.
(Member of the Ohio College
Press Association).
EDITOR

Robert W. Mueller, '30.
ASSOCIATE
EDITORS
H. It. Anc-her- .
Jr., 'SH, K. P. 'H7,e,
Jr., '87, J. W. Lelirer,
W. H. Morcnn, '37, II. T. Skll.-H- ,
'37

REYN

Dnn-driclK-

SHEEP

AFP

356891 BAA

Maude Hickin, Kenyon's instrucREPORTERS
J. A. Fink, '38, D. W. jDaper, Jr.,r, tress in the many fine points of
'38, 11. V. Pnsklns, '38, J. K. Wid-me'38.
the psychology of sheepherding,
BUSINESS MANAGER
ask that all those who hava signed
Henry S. Enck, '30.
up for the course (and who
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
J. D. Grenves, '37, A. P. Schmidt, hasn't?) to report to her in back
'87.
of Al Dial's barn tonight the
CIRCULATION MANAGER
ThonniK J. Grny, '37.
it gets dark. Why? A field
For subscriptions and Advertising
of course.
Space address the Business Manag- trip,
er, Gambler, Ohio.
"Quit throwin' them musty vol
Subscriptions,
Three Dollars a
Tear, In Advance. Single Copies umes out'n the windows" tells us
Twenty Cents.
that everybody who is to take the
Entered In the Postoffice at Gambler, Ohio, as Second Class Matter. trip must be dressed in sheepskins,
with the fleece on the outside. If
From the Press of
The Republican Publishing Co.
you do not have the proper uniMt. Vernon. Ohio.
form, Maude will take your order.
only
The price is negligible
IMPUNITY?
and the amount will be
$62.09
We have heard several students placed on the term bill.
"The guys who banged
remark
wilt
The first element of herd-nup Ascension
windows certainly be the conception and lecognition
got off Scot-freIf that sort of of the type of turf which the black
thing can be done with no more sheep favors the super spongy
resistant sandy loam. To fully
punishment than they've gotten,
why shouldn't we start a little understand this first phase of herdcourse,
prerequisite
ing,
the
crime wave of our own?"
If that feeling is prevalent, we "Lsmbs and the Minor Russian
can't help hut fear for the future Pcets. iss suggested.
of Kenyon, but fortunately we beThe trip will last for two hours,
lieve that only a small handful
which the class will return
after
as to entertain
to Maude's bathroom for an inthose childish thoughts.
formal discussion of "Why I Like
The Senior Council handled the SheepJJE-Fergllsownen asked
situation independent of the Disci- if he would accent-Ps- t
of aspline Committee and made certain sistant, replied with a resoutl?-"Yaademands of the culprits, primarily
m'aaaaaam."
very-minut-

e

g

e.

e

o-th-

n'

as

tnat they bear the entire cost of
Ihe damage. The offenders agreed
If you read Sinclair Lewis's "It
to all demands and the matter was
Happen Here," you know
Can't
dropped, to the satisfaction of the
predicts the closing of
he
that
council.
But remarks like the above give Kenyon and similar "hot beds of
the impression that the council rugged individualism" by the comhas made a bad mistake. The coun- ing dictatorial powers; just one of
cil realizes that the breakers have
their nasty tricks to gain their
been given a real "break," but it
own
selfish ends. This inordinate
persons
also realizes that these
see the childishness and utter desire to "close us up" is not new,
pointlessness of the destruction however. In Dr. Smythe's history
which they have caused. The coun- of Kenyon there is a passage tellcil has no fear that these particu- ing of such a feeling on the part
lar men will ever repeat them- of the neighboringg farmers when
selves.
they suspected Phil Chase of harWhat is feared is that the stu- boring British soldiers in his
dent body will choose to misinter- great stone fort.
pret the action and might even go
Alarmed by these recurring
so far as to distort the lack of any threats, we have made bold to send
real punishment into a sign of op- spies about the country side to
en encouragement to follow their warn us of approaching danger.
lead.
One of these able masters of esIf only a few men should think pionage, Donn "Whistler" Wilson,
in this manner, the action of the was pacing his territory someSenior Council will have gone for where along U. S. Route 3 recent
naught. But if students feel righ- ly when a speedy, powerful car
teous indignation and pity for drew up and stopped. The door opthose who broke the windows, a ened, Wilson got in and proceeded
step in the right direction will to pump the driver for some usehave been made.
ful information.
Not much effort was needed on
In many situations, words speak
louder than actions, and if the stu- his part, however, for it was soon
dent body or any minute part of it made clear that his driver was
in the
has anything to propose, why not none other than a
use articulate expression?
Townsend
Plan organization for
the state of Ohio. Somehow or othVISITORS
er Wilson made known that he
During the last few weeks sev- was from Kenyon. Words cannot
eral groups of high school men describe the towering rage which
have visited the Hill as guests of enveloped the Townsendite. All
undergraduates or as guests of the the bitter reports of a frustrated
college. With spring fast approach- gathering at Gambier came into
ing, when Kenyon is at its best, mind. He began to denounce Ken
the men in the college should make yon and all its scurrilous breed. As
special attempts to bring soma our hero went from finger nail
of their friends here to see the col- chewing to a cold sweat, the chief
lege and its activities. Alumni issued the dread ultimatum: "You
could do a lot along this line by smart alecks better watch out! A
bringing or sending to the Hill on whole army is gonna come down
Saturdays a few desirable high there some day soon and wipe that
school men who will next year or place out. You'll be sorry-- "
the year after be going away to
After this we hardly know which
college.
way to turn.
big-wi- g

--

The other day Dame Rumor
dropped around to see us with the
startling news that the Harcourt
Place School for Young Ladies
was soon to close its doors. Now,
that was something, so we sent
Our Correspondent and the S. B. B.
hotfooting it up to the citadel beyond the bank for a personal interview with the big shots there. He
put on his cleanest collar and the
S. E. B. washed his face until it
shone, and then off they went.
Our Correspondent whips up to
the door, dragging the S. E. B. by
the ear, and knocks lustily. After
a while there is a great scraping of
bolts and latches and stuff, and
then a little door (you know, one
of those kind they used to have in
speakeasies) swings open and a
flunky asks, "Well?"
Says O. C, "Please, Mam, I'd
like to see the head wench. I'm a
newspaper man.
Says the S. E. B., "Yeah, Toots,
no stuff, he is."
Well, after more waiting the two
kids go inside and sit on a lovely
plush sofa waiting for a big shot
to appear. Soon comes a cutie who
seems to be one of the
under secretaries for the joint.
She also says, "Well?"
what about
O. C. says, "Well,
under-under-

it?"
"Well, what about what?"
The S. E. B., feeling sort of left
out of things then says, "Yeah,
what about it?"
Then O. C. gets a little sore and
says, Are you or are you not su
ing to close the joint?"
'Close the joint? Hell no, next
year we're gonna be going bigger
and better. Now, scram, beat it,
I'm busy."
So saying--jue- "
blows on a little
silver whistle and in come running
three or four Amazons in middy
blouses and bloomers. "Throw 'em
out, kids," says the cutie, and before you san say, "Off to Harcourt
with MacNamee," our newspaper
men found themselves outside. The
little peephole slammed shut and
that was that.
The moral to this tale is, "Har
court will not close for good in

June."
CITIZENS
We thought the Matriculation
ceremonies were a success if for
no other reason than to find out
that Brentozzers middle monicker
was Achilles. It also gave us a "Peculiar pleasure" to hear "Stout"

Peirce suggest to the citizens that
they "repair" to the library where
they might sign their names along
side that of Rutherford B. Hayes
who, if you didn't know it was the
greatest president the United
States has ever seen. But of
course, you already knew that.
We noticed to our great indigna
tion that the faculty eyed us citi
zens and smiled at what they saw.
And we thought that that privil
ege belonged solely to us.
The S. E. B. has returned from
a prolonged vacation to tell us
that there is a new campus proverb saying that "A rolling MILL
gathers no MOSS:"
MORPHEUS
Wolf Wilson seems to be a natural for us. And we like it, for the
kid has guts. Only last week he
falls sound asleep practically in
"Stout's" lap in the course which
tells you all about the United

great president. "Stout"
the course and personally
arouses the kid and asks if maybe
he wouldn't like a breath of air.
The way we look at it, Wolf is
either very courageous or else he
doesn't know which end is up. We
rather favor the latter.
States'

stops

The boys in Ed. Shouten's classes tell us that he gives them half
cuts when they're late. We always
suspected that Justice was erratic,
but now we know she is nothing
more than a farce.
FREDDIE
Long Ed Vandervert, and the Ham
shot into Ships' the other night to
ask Sleepy Freddie where they
could get some dates at that time
of the night. Fred, without batting
the eye, comes back with "Well,
the only sure place I know of is
the West End Market."

WITH EYE AND EAR

gambling. Martin Mooney, one of
the authors, was jailed because he
would not divulge the sources o(
his information on this subject.
We can really let down our hair
and have a good long rave over
this next picture. Of course, you
know what we mean. "FOLLOW
THE FLEET" begins a deservedly
long run on Saturday midnight at
the Vine. The latest in their series
of successes, this combines as did
Top Hat the work of both Ginger
Rogers and Fred Astaire and has
a bunch of very good tunes by Irving Berlin. In addition they have
this time included the personality
and voice of Harriet Hilliard, and
she is a valuable adjunct. Oh, not
trio
that the
could be improved much, but the
lily can be gilded when Hollywood
wields the brush.
"Follow the Fleet" takes Fred
from his former sissy characterizations and makes him a man among
men in the Navy. This picture will
midnight
Saturday
from
run
through the following Wednesday.
Astaire-Rogers-Berli- n

MOVIE CALENDAR

VI'E

"Sylvia
Tonight and tomorrow
Scarlett" and "Voice ot Bugle Ann."
"My Marriage."
Thursday
Friday and Saturday "Exclusive Story" and "Timothy's
Quest."
Saturday Midnight through Wednesday "Follow the Fleet."
MEMORIAL
Tonight "Music Goes 'Round
and 'Round."
Tomorrow and Thursday "Calling of Dan Matthews."
Friday and Saturday "Confidential."
through
Midnight
Saturday
Tuesday "Laughing:
Irish
Eyes."

RADIO
GOODMAN

No one else's records have been
so popular on the Hill "Goody
Movies and Radio
Goody" having sold more copies
The unusual occurrence of a dou than "Music Goes 'Round." But
ble feature in the middle of the now Benny Goodman's widespread
week brings us tonight and tomor- cult can hear him on the air at a
row at the Vine both "SYLVIA more dependable time than his vaSCARLEIX"-- - arid "THE VOICE rying Congress Hotel broadcasts.
OF BUGLE ANN." The former has
Not only one of the youngest ol
Katherine Hepburn in pants, weak leading dance orchestra leaders,
ly attempting English slapstick hu- but perhaps the most recent addmor, but being Hepburn neverthe- ition to the field is Benny Goodman,
less and that's something. The Bu- whose distinctive "swing" music
gle Ann picture is laid in Missouri will be featured on Eddie

Dow-ling'- s

country. Lionel Barrymore plays
Elgin Revue over an
the part of one who loves his dog,
network each Tuesday at
Bugle Ann, in a most devoted and 10:00 p. m., E.S.T., beginning totouching fashion. He has many a night.
trouble in carrying out his aim
Goodman, only 26 years old, has
that this dog be the last of its been an orchestra leader for less
breed.
than two years and yet his orchesTomorrow and Thursday at the tra already is known from coast to
memorial there will be both a film coast for its outstanding rythmic
and a stage show. Buddy Rogers in interpretations.
'DANCE BAND" is the picture, an
It was in July, 1934, that Benny
English made jobby which is rath first organized a band. His opening
er dull in some sequences, but al engagement was in Billy Rose's
l
when M. Rogers Music hall, where Goodman proved
most Class
trots out his bag of tricks mean an immediate hit. On the closing
ing his extremely varied talents on night of his Music hall engagemusical
instruments. The stage ment, Goodman was heard by the
show
features
the orchestral sponsor of a new dance program
rhythms of Ruth Ellington, who is over NBC and his was chosen as
quite obviously content that her one of the three orchestras to be
Ruth" sounds so much like "Duke" featured on the program. Although
especially when slurred by the he has made guest appearances on
hayseed trade who don't know the leading programs, Goodman's endifference anyway.
gagement on the Elgin program is
"MY MARRIAGE" is the name his second for a regular sponsored
of Thursday's offering at the Vine. series.
Claire Trevor rates the petunias in Benny has been playing the clarthis little vehicle.
inet for more than 16 years. He
Bank night at the evening was born and educated in Chicago,
show.
and while still a boy began playing
Friday and Saturday bring an- in theatre orchestras. Subsequentother coupler, "TIMOTH Y'S ly he was a featured member of
QUEST" and "EXCLUSIVE
STO- many of the most celebrated dance
RY." The Quest flicker is all about bands, including that of Paul
a bunch of orphans brought up in Whiteman, before forming his own
a New England environment in the group. He also played in symphony
late 1890's. The only intrigues are orchestras.
childish ones, but it is a good
Helen Ward, beautiful young
translation of Kate Douglas Wig- songstress who will be heard witn
gins' book. From the untainted Goodman on the new program, is
sanctity of the first film, you are a native of New York. She has
plunged into all the evils of the been featured with Goodman's o"numbers racket" in Exclusive Sto- rchestra for more than a year.
ry. Although not quite the expose
The new program is sponsored
it might be, it is enough to make by the Elgin National Watch comyou think twice before wasting pany.
any more money on that form of
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
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ANSWERS LETTER

or

is nothing to be concto be revealed. As
ealed and little
statement, I am
this
of
8 nearnest
the Collegian
to
to hand
gIad
a resume of
letter
along with this
alone. There

always to be given in advance and suggests that requests
subsequent to the event will be increasingly difficult to obtain in the
future.
The Faculty wishes also to call
attention to the fact that such authorizations do not free the stu
dent from any part of the required
church attendance, not even if the
period of absence includes a Sun

a legal phrase, day.
general
The matriculation date was set
meeting
faculty
last
for Friday, March 13, at 11:10 a.
acts of the
concerning m., and it was ordered that classes
and also a statement
departures
from that morning be shortened by fifstudent
the recent
teen minutes.
were
mentioned
which
College
the
The scholarship requirement for
in Mr. Foland's letter. If desired,
those representing the College in
your correspondent will be glad to intercollegiate
activities
was
request authorization to make the
changed so as to exclude any who
a regular
issuing of such notes
have not during the preceding seprocedure.
mester passed in 9 hours of college
Ken-yoIt would be a happy day for
work with a grade of 3.
College if the students were
Other business concerned either
also frank with the faculty. It is a
individuals or internal faculty
point of honor among
say a word
the students seldom-tmember of what is STUDENT
to a faculty
DEPARTURES AT
happening
in the student body.
EXPLAINED
Why is it that when students are
convinced
At or about the end of the past
that something detri
mental to the best interests of the semester twenty-eigh- t
students re
College is occurring they have not
tired from Kenyon College. Of
the courage to come to the faculty,
these, three had completed their
the administration, or the senior
work for graduation; one, though
council and offer aid toward a rectnot graduating, had completed the
ification of the difficulty?
Kenyon does need better facilitwork
he wanted to do; two
ies for communication not only dropped
out for one semester with
between students and faculty but
the intention of returning to comalso between students and students.
The publications
can certainly be plete their work next year; two
used to advantage;
The Collegian left because of sickness or death
and
Hika are helping
greatly. in their families; and six were
There is also need, however, for a meeting financial difficulties.
All
regular assembly where face to of the above had grades to keep
face questions
of general interest them in college if they wished to
could be expounded and
discussed. remain.
Topics
too
The other fourteen did not have
comprehensive
for
treatment in the limited columns grades that justified their continuof a publication
as well as those ance here. Of these, seven were
too trivial to he
worth a headline, asked to retire for one semester
announcements of general interest, because of low grades, and the requestions of a
controversial nature, maining seven left voluntarily. It
pep talks, minor
concerts and ent- is not wise to conclude, however,
ertainments,
and lesser public that all the latter seven left beceremonies
all would find a place cause of low grades. At least one
to the programs
of an assembly. of them would have been permitWay not, then, have
an assembly ted to stay had he wished to, and
here all members
of the College several others either left or exran meet for
business of general pressed the intention of leaving beinterest and
for the solution of fore the examinations. It is probcommon problems?
able in these cases that the low
Sincerely yours,
grades were a result of the leaving
CLARENCE P. GOULD.
rather than the cause. The previous records of a number of these
ACTIONS OF
men indicate that they could have
FACULTY AT
LAST MEETING
RECOUNTED acquired the necessary grades if
they had put forth the necessary
At the
meeting of
effort. It is safe to say that not ovm Monday, March 9,thethe Faculty
follow-lDer ten or eleven students left Colbusiness of general
interest lege because of low grades. This is
Was
transacted.
less than five percent of the total
The President
was authorized to enrollment, and that percentage is
wnt a representative
of the not high in college practices.
to attend the
celebration of the University
01
to borrow

what,

"public
may be called the
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Each Puff Less Acid

A LIGHT SMOKE
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Over a period of years, certain basic advances
have been made in the selection and treatment
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Luckies are less acid

semi-centen-
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consideration of
balance.with consequent definite improvement in flavor; and
controlled uniformity in the finished product.
All these combine to produce a superior cigarette a modern cigarette, a cigarette made of
d
tobaccos A Light Smoke.
rich,

ofcigarettetobaccosforLuckyStrikeCigarettes.
They include preliminary analyses of the
tobacco selected; use of center leaves; the
higher heat treatment of tobacco ("Toasting");
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TOBACCO

RIPE-BODIE- D

Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over Lucky Strike Cigarettes
i

Recent chemical tests show

3

that other popular brand
have an excess of acidity
over Lucky Strike of from
53 to 1002.
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BRAND
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AND

RESEARCH GROUPS

- "IT'S TOASTED"
Your throat protection

- against

-- against cough

irritation

KENYON COLLEGIAN

New Case Given By Alumnus And
Trustee To Be Pieced In
Peirce Hall
A trophy case, the gift of an
alumnus and trustee of the college, will soon be set up in the entrance hall of the Commons. The
athletic department has a number
of valuable trophies won from time
to time by Kenyon teams, but
would like to obtain some of the
others that are not now in possession of the college. Some of the
alumni have old cups, medals, or

President Peirce met the Akron
last Thursday night. The
alumni
Five Games Scheduled For Kenyon meeting was presided upon by Dr.
Team. Coaching Staff Not
Theodore Bliss, '22, President of
Yet Known
the Akron Alumni council. Among
the forty men who made plans for
Five baseball games have been the coming year, were the fathers
scheduled by the athletic depart- of George D. Adams, '38, and Law
ment for this spring, two or three rence A. Watt, Jr., '38, students of
Kenyon.
of which will be played in Benson
Bowl. The coaching staff for the
President Peirce preached last
team has not yet been decided, but Sunday before the Culver Military
candidates are asked to start Academy. He was the guest of
warming up this week. Regular eneral L. R. Gignilliat who repractises will start in a week or ceived an honorary degree from
so. Players can start limbering up Kenyon last June at commenceindoors until the ground is in ment.
shape for playing, and it is partic-larlimportant that the pitchers
EYE AND EAR
begin to loosen up their arms as
soon as possible.
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 6)
y

other trophies that would be valuable additions to the collection.
These articles may no longer be
of great interest to their owners,
and the college would appreciate
it if the alumni would send to the
athletic department any trophies MATRICULATION
SERVICE HELD
that could be placed in the new
case. Along that same line, old pictures of Kenyon football, baseball, At the annual matriculation servtrack, tennis, and basketball teams ice held in the Chapel last Friday,
could be added to those already in
at which President Peirce presidthe possession of the college.
ed, 69 men were given the oath of
matriculation:
AWARDS FOR MINOR
Howard John Adams, Jr.
SPORTS CHANGED
Ross Gustaf Aho
David Wanty Albee
The system of award for minor
James Yardley Alcorn
sports has been changed this year
Wm, Thomas Alexender
to give more men a chance to earn
Wm. Merces Allen II
and
track
swimming
a letter. For
Paul Eugene Ayers
men
to
to
be
awarded
are
letters
Malcolm Kogle Baker, Jr.
who have either taken a point in
Wm. Vandivert Bernnard
the Big Six meet, or who have
Ewalt Hayes Blackburns
accumulated a total of fifteen
Francis Henry Boyer
Mallery Miller Boynton
intercollegiate
dual
in
pints
Robert Everett Burgess
meets. In addition, it is now perJohn Charles Chandler
dual
in
points
the
missible for
Wm. Stanton Channer
meets to be added together year
Frank Lawton Cline II
by year until a man has a total of
Rodney Ned Cochran
fifteen. For example, a man who
Geo. Edward Dennewitz
last year made eight points in dual
Malcolm Doig
track meets and seven in the comWm. McLeish Donley
ing meets would be eligible for a
Geo. Wm. Eagon
letter. The same system will hold
John Wm. Elliott
for men on the swimming team.
Frank Eurich III
Richard Harrison Fairchild
KENYON CLAN WILL
John Armstrong Fink
Edwin Wagever Gerisch
HOLD BANQUET
Edmund Jerome Hart, Jr.
Eric A. Hawke
The Kenyon Clan will hold its
Wm. Stuart Hazard
banquet next SaturClark Lee Henderson
day at 6:00 p. m. in Peirce Hall.
Elwyn Vernon Jenkins
The essential purpose of the dinHugh Robert Lawrence
ner will be the initiation of newly
Edwin Ougen Leisenring
Wm. Floyd Lieurance
elected members, lettermen of the
Ralph Edward Lipscomb
football and basketball squads.
Mason Hooker Lytle
Guest speakers will be Mr. and
semi-annu-

al

Cummings,
Mrs. W. I
'Pete"
Reeves, "Bugs" Walton, "Rudy"
and possibly others. The "Major
Bowes" manner of limitation will
probably be employed in regard to

the speeches.
Officers for the coming year will
also be elected to replace Bob
Mueller, Charley Lord, and Bill

Turner

PRES. PEIRCE TAKES
TEXAS ALUMNI TRIP
Dr. Peirce preached recently to
a very large congregation at
Christ's Church of Houston, Tex.,
During his stay at Huston, he was
the guest of Rector James P.
'17, of Christ's Church. Dr.
iPeire attended a luncheon in Houston at which were present: Jim
Dowe, '09, of Galveston; Dr. Paul
Maxwell, '22, of Harlingen, Texas; and Francis Wood Humphrys,
'28, of Houston. They rendered Kenyon songs in a most worthy
De-Wolf-

e,

DKE INITIATES NEW MEN

AKRON ALUMNI MEET

DIAMOND PRACTICE TO
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
BEGIN THIS WEEK
SEEKING OLD AWARDS

Chas. Wm. May
Robert. James McMahon
Robt. Saunders Mill
Frank Harshman Miller
Robt. Augustus Mitchell, Jr.
Rodney Morrison
Robert Hurst Moulton, Jr.
Irving Keith Neece
Albert C. Nowak
Geo. Leslie Nunn
Muroy Lewis Olds
Richard Crospsey Olin
John Hodges Patterson
Gordon Wilson Reeder
James Hoge Richards
Thomas Mitchell Sawyer, Jr.
Elmer Dale Shaffer
Chas. David Simonetti
John Alden Sipher
Quentin Bert Smith
David Mattis Snyder.
Robt. Sonnenfield
Jos. Almon Stauffer
James Gorsuch Straub

Thomas Edgar Terry, Jr.
Brent Achilles Tozzer
Arthur Putnam Underhill

WARING
The Pennsylvanians got their
start much as Happy Harry Hum- melgaard's Hungry Harmony Howl
ers, even though their name might
not have been so ridiculous. Fred

Mt. Vernon, O.

WHOLE SALE
and

RETAIL OF
WALL PAPER
and

evening. '

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Right
Reverend Reinheimer marked the
eighth such service in which Kenyon graduates have been made
Bishops.
The others are: The
Bishops Huston, Harris, Jenkins,
Reifsnider, Ablewhite, Burton, and
The consecration of The

S
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Williams Flower

MT. VERNON

Shop

Courtesy Cards issued to Kenyon
men. Ask at Elks Club about the

118

organized this orchestra in the
early twenties as a hobby. Later,
as its fame spread, it became a
vaudeville and ball room craze. As
the original collegiate orchestra
purveying the lighter ditties and
"stunt" songs, Waring's outfit rapidly skyrocketed to a high position
in the world of popular entertainment. He, along with his large
company, may be heard on both
Tuesday and Friday evenings.

cards.

South Main Street

Kenyon College
Coffee Shop

HECKLER'S
2 DRUG 2
STORES

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
KENYON COLLEGE FOR
KENYON MEN
A Full Line of Sandwiches
Cigars
Cigarettes
Tobacco
and Candy
BASEMENT PEIRCE IIALL
i

a Month

I

BUYS ANY NEW

FORD

6

Not a public place

BIT. VERNON
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$25

BEST BEER
AND

ARRANGED

It

For The

Flowers

CUT FLOWERS AND
FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS
CORSAGES ARTISTICALLY

4

V-- 8

I

PLAN

I

With Usual Low Down Payment

i

H. S. BARCUS

!

HECKLER'S
West Side Square
LOREY'S
S. Main St.
MT. VERNON'S LEADING
DRUG STORE

PHOTOGRAPHS
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Announcing to the Students of
Kenyon
An Offer of All Cocktails
From
Any
day at the price of

Mt. Vernon, O.
1

I

4-- 6

I

20c
i

THE WONDER BAR

I

PITKIN'S
PROVISION
STORE
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SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

i

in Foods

SHARPS' FLOWER STORE

Allan Vaughn

Fred Sumner Vineyard
Darlene J. Warthman
Lawrence Arthur Watts, Jr.

Co.

Formally initiated into Delta
Kappa Epsilon last Saturday evening were Robert Rollins and
Charles 'Bates, both of the clas of
'38. Robert MacMahon, who was
absent with the polo team at Culver, will be formally initiated this

at Penn State,

Waring, a student

Frank E. Kirby

I
1

Phone 895

Mt. Vernon, O.

200 S. Main St.
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South Main St.
Mt. Vernon,
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Copyright.
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(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
the United States; in

England,
reach far
brackets. His
of more general income
based on the theory that

the other hand taxes
dwn into the lower
011

advocacy
xes was
en

exPenditures grew too high,
PeP'e ould immediately pro- against the increased
.S
burden
tation. "The only thing which
8top Nation,"
he declared, "is
aroused public opinion
which
jnu make itseif felt in Washing.
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Inflation, he
explained, would put
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Safety Service Garage
TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
OPEN 24 HOURS
Bill Mingle
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W. Ohio Ave.
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classes, who would sion for the student body will be
heaPer d0llars- He ex" twenty-fivcents. In the past the
DlodM
edthefaiiacy that all
credit- - student attendance at these Saturbondholde"," day night fights has not been nearHowlnKrethn?1aed
f "le b0nds ly as large as was expected, there
,many
areheld h
insurance companies, being only 108 men at the first
trust
nieS and charitable
"
card and 130 at the last one. In
Btitution
since bonds are general
order that these shows can be put

s;

,

ly degarded as very safe invest- on now and then, it is necessary
s
of
ments. He also demonstrated that to have at least
farmers are not the greatest debt- the student body in the audience,
or class, for the real estate mortand there is a possibility that, ungages in New York City exceed
there is a goodly turnout for
those in all the farms of the United less Saturday's fights, the practise
this
States.
of having occasional boxing and
cards here on the Hill
wrestling
WRESTLING MATCHES
may be discontinued. The fights
here this coming Saturday, for
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
which the students pay 25c, would
ing for years, having been in 415
a large gate at two or three
draw
numany
professional bouts and
a head in some of the neighdollars
ber of others. He knows all the
boring cities. The card will be a
tricks of the trade and will be a good one, and it will be the first
fine match for the younger and
time that wrestling matches will
lighter MacMillan.
have been included in the exhibiThe first event of the evening is
the admis- tion given here.
8:15,

he BaMCretltor
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says:"Ballplayershave
to watch digestion. I
find Camels a real aid
in helping digestion.
Camels set me right!"

ll
j

CARAVAN WITH
WALTER OKEEFE
DEANE JANIS. TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
CAMEL

I

pion Detroit Tigers,

!

I?

CHARM AND
FOR ITS CONTINENTAL
RENOWNED
L'AIGLON, IN CHICAGO,
CUISINE. "Teddy," genial host to the lively crowd you see in the picture above, is an inter- nationally famous ma'itre d'holel. "We find our patrons know not only good cooking," he says,
"they know good tobacco. There is no question but that Camels are the most popular cigarette."
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healthful part of the art of dining.

Camels are incomparably mild never
get on your nerves or tire your taste.
Enjoy Camels with meals and the whole
day through, for their matchless blend
of costlier tobaccos for their energizing "lift" for the welcome feeling of
g
they bring you.
Camels set you right!

WIZARD ON SKIS, Sig
Buchmayr, says: "I smoke
Camels while eating and
afterwards. It seems to
-t- hat after good food
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wrackinglife byaidingandrestoringthe
natural flow of the digestive fluids.Today,
Cams are being everywhere recognized
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Again and again, we make up for lost
"me by eating in a hurry. Digestion must
meet the strain. How fortunate that smok- 'ng Camels during and after meals defi- nitely stimulates digestion and helps to
ward oflf the effects of our hurried, nerve- -
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Smoking Camels eases tension
stimulates digestion and fosters a feeling of
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DEEP IN STUDIES.
The strain often shows
up in poor digestion.
Enjoy Camels for their
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Finest Drinks!

Finest Foods

DAN EMMETT GRILL

Hotel Curtis
MT. VERNON

i

COCKTAIL HOUR: 5 to 6
All Cocktails 20c
SAM W. GERSTNER,

Lessee

GRACE MATHIAS, Manager

j
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SOME EXCEPTIONAL VALUES IN

USE DCARS

1
1

A fine assortment to select from, low down
payments and low G. M. A. C. Plan.

I
I

HARRIS MOTOR SALES
Phone 222

122

No. 6 N. Mechanic St.

W. High St.
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KENYON

Page Six
CALL FOR TRACK MEN

Gretzer as toastmaster introduced
the guest speaker, Major Fred
Smith, who has been Director of
Aeronautics of the State of Ohio
for the past five years.
He spoke of the inadequacy of
the 132 airports in the state and
of the work being carried on to
accommodations
better
provide
and facilities for the large
airplanes soon to be put
into service by the airlines. He
talked of the National Aeronautic
association, of which he is district
governor; and how the organization is promoting aviation as a system of transportation and national
defence.
guests
Among the twenty-fivand members of the club who were
present were Dr. Peirce, Dr. Burner, and Mr. Lambert.
forty-passeng-

er

e

;

INTRAMURAL SWIM MEET
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
urday in their try here by illness
of one member of the group.
The results of the intramural
swimming finals were as follows:
100 yard side stroke Henderson,
Olin, Thackery,
200

yard free style Thackery,

Maurer, Wright.
South Leonard,
75 yard medley
South Hanna.
100 yard free style Leisenring,

Eurich.
100 yard breast stroke Rose, J.
Patterson, Moulton.
stroke Tozzer,
back
75 yard
Langstrom.
50 yard dash Watts, Cook, Henderson.
relay South
100 yard medley
Leonard, South Hanna.
Fancy diving Leisenring, Watts,

else. It is unfortunate
that something cannot be done to
give these men an hour or so in
the afternoon in which they can
get a workout.
The trouble with track at Ken-yohas always been the lack of
men, not the lack of ability but the
lack of actual numbers of the men
on the squad. Often Kenyon loses
valuable seconds and thirds for
the reason that there are not
enough men in the event. The opponents can loaf along or sit back
and do nothing, because they have
no competition for those seconds
and thirds.
With these men from last year's
squad and the sophomores who
showed well in the intramural
meet last year Kenyon should
have one of its best teams this
year. There are many men in college who would make good distance, sprint, or field men with a
couple of weeks practise. Any man
who wants to can make a letter by
actually doing some work, so, if
all the men who have been track
men or who could be track men
would come out this spring, there
is no reason why this year's team
couldn't be among the winners.
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know what pipe smoking
was until I discovered Prince Albert," says
Matthew Danahy, '38, about America's favorite. "It's a 100 to 1 shot you'll like P.A."

"I'll admit I didn't
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HERE'S

P.A.'S

SPECIAL

NO-RIS-

(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salevy iuiuii-J- o
North Carolina
THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE
Sxi'
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J. Broolda Tab. Co.
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Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
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"My old pipe and a tin of P. A. are always
within reach, "says "Texas" Faught, '38.
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50

ifl1.

pipefuls of. fragrant tobacco in
every 2 ounce tin
of Prince Albert

6 South Main St.

1912)

Cigaretts
Gambier,

;

Ohio

100

Dinners

Luncheons

Phone

175

SHELL OIL

Selected Eggs
Dressed Poultry

PENNZOIL

GAMBIER,

PHONE 130.

WISNER GRILL
FOR BEST BEER

and

LIQUORS
GEORGE WISNER, Prop.
S. Main St
Mt Vernon, O.

i

Lin Lncci, Mgr.

Pasteurized Milk
Creamery Butter
lice Cream

Benzoil Gas

Toasted Sandwiches

f
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Shaffers Garage

Surlas & Francis
Lunches

j

St and
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THE PEOPLE'S BANK
SHELL GAS

THE PURE OIL SERVICE STATION
Ohio Ave.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

of
Soda

I

Corner Main

COMPLIMENTS

i

AT THE SIGN OF THE PURE SEAL
Tiolene Motor Oil, Parol Gasolines, Lubrication,
TIRES, TUBES and ACCESSORIES

Soft Drinks

Ice Cream

Mt. Vernon, O.

(Established
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HARMER'S GROCERY

Electric Co.

OHIO

JEWELL ICE CREAM &

THE JACOBS SHOE
REPAIR SHOP

MILK CO.
Mt

and
Plant Phones

SOHIO SERVICE
,
STATION

24

and

I

Vernon, O.

1

Poultry House Phone

25
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r. v. HEADINGTON
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SUPER SERVICE STATION
LUBRICATION

SERVICE

I

TIRE REPAIRING
Goodrich Tlrea and Tabes

Unco Batteries

I
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For Your Spring Needs
in Shirts, Hose,

I

Neckwear, Pajamas,
and Underwear
Shop at

Knox County's Greatest Store

j

Linco Tires and Tabes

A COMPLETE

DEPARTMENT

STORE

1

CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS

HARRY A. BLUE

ic

Pan-Helleni-

Robert Sensemann, '35: "You can't beat
p. A. from the economy standpoint."

J

i

Knecht-Feene- y

4

conduct and manage examinations
should arise spontaneously from
the student body, for without an
earnest and unanimous enthusiasm for an 'honorable' honor sys
tem, its institution would be fu
tile."
The council, although realizing
that many Kenyon men would
gladly and heartily cooperate in
pushing the passage of the system,
decided not to recommend it to the
assembly, for it realized that there
were many more men who would
not "give a damn" if the system
were again established.
Upon the suggestion of Bob
Mueller, the council decided to
Counmake itself the
cil, in view of the fact that this
council has been inactive for the
past two years. The
will meet soon and attempt to de
vise a more satisfactory rushing
system for the next school year.

"
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RESTAURANT

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 1)
opinions in regard to the proposed
restoration, said that "A system of
examination which places direct
responsibility upon the students to

j,Mm,--

A
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The ALCOVE

SENIOR COUNCIL VOTES "NO"

-

f Ij'

$J

(American, rouce, hhort wave
and Foreign Short Wave Station)

Candies
Olin.
Division scores were as follows:
43
South Leonard
19
South Hanna
14
East Wing
Breakfast
5
West Wing

North Leonard
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MONEY-BAC- K

JUST ARRIVED
Radio Log Books

P

V,

held the first of several
informal banquets which will be
given to bring speakers connected
with aeronautics to members and
guests of the Flying Club. President Luomanen presided; and Mr.
Monday

PIPE SMOKERS! P.A.'S NO-RIS- K
TRIAL OFFER STILL HOLDS GOOD

from Page 1, Col. 2)
under the NYA and
to have enough time

y,

(Continued
Maj. Fred Smith, State Director For
are working
Speaker
Aeronautics, Guest
don't seem
last
Club
Flying
for anything
College
The

--

FLYERS HOLD BANQUET

COLLEGIAN

I

c

5

A. A. A. GARAGE SERVICE

Towing Service, Day or Night
Specialized Motor and Carburetor Service
11 South Mulberry St.
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The DOWDS RUDIN Co.
211 S.

Main Street

MT. VERNON, OHIO
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